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Ww/E1.3 (Ww/E2.2) use sound-symbol association (& phonological patterns to help work out correct spellings. Rw/E1.2 decode simple, regular words. Rw/E2.3 use phonic and graphic knowledge to decode words.  
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Across 
1. oak or ash, for example  
4. a cross between a bus and a train!  
5. gravel  
6. stumble  
9. elephant's have them...to pack their clothes in?  
10. trams, trains and athletes go on them  
13. make an effort to do something  
14. lawn  
15. write without joining the letters  
18. colour of traffic lights when you can go  
19. tea, coffee. water  
21. beggar  
23 poke  
Down 
1. horses do it  
2. lorry  
3.   magic maybe  
7.   baby carriage  
8.   where prisoners are kept  
10.   believe in  
11.   pull along  
12.   smile  
13.   lots of cars on the road means this is heavy  
14.   say hello to  
16.   cut; also means slim  
17.   grasp tightly  
20.   tool  
22.   an ambush  
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 Answers - tr pr dr gr Crossword      
 

Across 
1. oak or ash, for example  
4. a cross between a bus and a train!  
5. gravel  
6. stumble  
9. elephant's have them...to pack their clothes in?  
10. trams, trains and athletes go on them  
13. make an effort to do something  
14. lawn  
15. write without joining the letters  
18. colour of traffic lights when you can go  
19. tea, coffee. water  
21. beggar  
23 poke  
Down 
1. horses do it  
2. lorry  
3.   magic maybe  
7.   baby carriage  
8.   where prisoners are kept  
10.   believe in  
11.   pull along  
12.   smile  
13.   lots of cars on the road means this is heavy  
14.   say hello to  
16.   cut; also means slim  
17.   grasp tightly  
20.   tool  
22.   an ambush  
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